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Indonesia began one of the world's largest political and administrative experiments inJanuary 2001, namely to decentralize governing authority from Jakarta to the districts.This occurs in the context of economic crisis and high political uncertainty. A Roundtablefor Canadians with Indonesian experts was held to explore the challenges thatdecentralization poses to Indonesian unity, and to see if Canadian approaches todecentralization miglit be relevant.

The Current Situation

The Canadian lçeynote speaker described decentralîzation as "the largest political experiment in
the world", conducted i a context of severe econoniic inflation and hardship, low value of the
Rupiah, and weak leadership at the political centre. This translates into popular discontent over
lower purchasing power and fewer job opportunities, and a sense of political drift under leaders
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The quality of many regional officiais is high. Provincial and kabupaten govermments are

attracting good people from Jakarta. In time, decentralization can bring improved, government,

once the initial problems are overcome.

It was noted that most Canadians stili have very littie knowledge about Indonesia. However,

Canadian interest in developments in Indonesia and in investmnent remains high among those

maintaining contacts with the country.

"Canada supports the national unity and territorial integrity of Indonesia because (based on our

own experience) we support the development and continued existence of successful multi-

etbnic/multi-cultural states, and of effective federations and decentralized governments. But this

is not unqualified support. We continued to press the Government of Indonesia and other

,vers in



responsibility of media is rising, to explore the method of implementation and raise critical
awareness about how autonomy should be implemented. Attention is focused on events in the
centre. "It is ironic that just when we need this broad new regional focus ail our attention is fixed
on leadership questions in Jakarta."

Decentralization seen from the centre

The authors of Law 22/1999 on Regional Autonomy and its accompanying Law 25/1999 on
Balance of Financial Revenue Between Central and Regional Governent were a group of
experts, some of who had studied at the University of Hawaii. President Habibje championed the
draft bill, to respond to, the regions' demand for a greater role in their own governiment and for a
greater share of regionally produced revenue. The date of implementation was set at January 1,
200 1, more than 2 years aller the bills were passed. Ryaas Ryasid, who, as State Minister for
Regional Autonomy and Administrative Reform, was responsible for implementing the
legislation, resigned shortly after the laws were to take effect, citing lack of governmental
support for the measures and the absence of enabling regulations and oversight mechanisms.
Apparently, Ryasid also wanted a full ministerial position, which might have given him the clout
to deal with other ministers and departments who were dragging their feet on decentralization of
lIepartmental functions. "People immediately wondered if the central governmnent was not fully
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unlikely that they will be forced to do so. Few families, particularly those with children in

school, want to move.

Demands for autonomy in Papua and Aceh are met by an oscillation between negotiations with

key parties and increased military activity (as in Aceh) or trials of leaders (as in Papua). Special

autonomy bils for Papua and Aceh are ini preparation. They are undikely to meet the aspirations

of Papuans and Achense, and an effort is being made by a group of Papuan leaders to draft a

counterproposal in the hope of finding a middle ground. If special status is offered to these two

provinces, it is likely that other regions, particularly the resource-rich ones, xviii also demand

special treatment.

Nationalists are anxious about the etosion (or disapaac) of strong nation-building prograins.

There are now 364 hauae and 32 provinces, and inter-regional relations are increasigly

taking the form of 'bilateral'rltinhp between districts, provinces, and Jaat. The central

govrmnnt rovdeslittle direction. The executive and parliam are preoccupied wlth a

struggle for power. This is a parliamet without a single strong party, but its upper house has the



Serious problems flow fromn the way ini which decentralization was deigned and applied, which
reflected the Jakarta-centric, detenninistic, uniform manner in which policy was prepared and
implemented during the New Order, when inadequate thought was ofien given to how policies
and programs could be implemented locally. lIn discussion, it was noted that Indian federalismn
was flexible and allowed for diverse relationsbips. The Philippines had undergone budgetary
decentralization. Administrative and budgetary decentralization bas been an issue since the 1 980s
in regional planning. What makes the Indonesian case different and much more complex is that
financial decentralization bas been coupled with political decentrajization.

Jakarta bas sought to, carry out decentralization through a mechanistic systems approach. There is
a need to change the paradigm. Successful decentralization cannot resuit from. creating new
homogeneous governmental systemns. An approach is needed that allows regions to develop their
own visions, develop their own resources, including human resources and their 'techno-
infrastructure', to best advantagc, and allows public participation through bottom-up
mechanisms. Such local empowerment is needed, but wvith autonomny based on a bottom. up
expression of willingness that accepts diversity, interconnections among regions, and acceptance

resources.



opportunities have suddenly arisen at the local level. "There is a saying", said one participant,

that "when a group of people has flot eaten or drunk for a long time, they care little about what

the water or food look lilce, they j ust cat and drink. " Diversity is being threatened. For example,

most parts of Kalimantan and Sulawesi, as well as Sumatra, have heterogeneous populations,

which in some areas are niixed 50/50. An unfettered retumn to local ruie leaves migrants

vuinerable to being treated as second class citizens, obliged to obey miles set by those now

reclaiming "their house". The argument was made that decentralization should have stopped at

the provincial level, on the basis that only provinces can plan on a sufficiently wide basis.

The argument was made that regional unrest arose primarily bcueof injustice, including the

deterministic, approach of cnrlgovernment. An argument van be made for a strong central

govrimn, given the diversity of Indonesia. Suharto's main failing was that he used power to

centralize, to enforce unifonnity and homogenety and obedience to Jakra The principal issue

is the quality of goverrnent, not theeine of a strong cnrlgovernment per se or the

structure of thie state. Decentralization cannot succeed if isusof injustice are not addressed.

Question asked by participant : "tAs local governments make new rgltons and create new



The 1967 Forest Act licensed major forest extraction in outer islands through granting of forest
concessions to commercial interests and political cronies. This practice abrogated or ignored
customary land rights. People on the land were ofien deemed squatters, and extensive-use
systems such as shifting cultivation were declared illegal. These populations were marginalized
by these legal methods.

The 1974 and 1979 village and local government acts established one standard template for local
government across Indonesia. This had the effect of ignoring or co-opting old customary
institutions. During the 1 970s sponsored or spontaneous migration occurred into newly opened
areas. Access to inland areas improved, to the detriment of the original populations.

There was little room for criticism under Suharto, but a "safe space" for criticism and organized
opposition emerged in the arena of environment and conservation. It became possible to, make
arguments agaist top down and extractive development that ignored local knowledge and
trampled local rights. To some extent this was a dialogue among elites. Although the idea of
local or aboriginal rights was not accepted by government, the issues of culture and conserving
nature became safer terrain, and were supported (or promoted) by donor's agendas. This became
hiarder and harder for the government to suppress.



discrimination in decentralization, if only local or indigenous people assert the right to be

leaders. There is a dagrus opportunity for rule by the mob" "This law reduces or eliminates

thec possibility of non-indigenous involvement in politics - was that its intention?" Some people

are speaking as traditional leaders. "The authority of some leaders dates back to Dutch attempts

to create local hierarchies. Most have little real constituency and little accountability."

One participant asked "what does 'indigenous' mean ini some parts ofhxndonesia? Some groups

have had a long history of movement and migration, others have flot. And there is a long history

of inter-marTiage. In sanie local areas there is relative homogeneity, so there might not be an

effort at cleansing. But in adaetareas there are old very mixed populations. If conflicts occur

and local govcrnments in mixed areas put pressure on minorities to move, they may go to the

more homogeneous area.

"~I know a place where the locals are rcclainiing as theirs land that they thcmselves sÔld to

outsiders. And these outsiders conie from neatby, they arc negbours. These neighbours have

siiown the locals how prosperoeis onc coùld be using this land. Is this not a recipe for furthcr

Not ail conflicts are "vertical" conflicts, caused by past or current gov>rnment actions or big

hi i-iness. Some have their roots in svontaneous migration, displacement of local people through



The territorial conmmand structure of the INI [military] is hierarchical, directed from, Jakarta.
This approach is at variance with decentralization. Separation of Police from I allowed
military to place the police in front line responsibilities, and to allocate the liability, risk and
blame of performance to flow to the poorly trained and equipped police. There is the sense that
the army is waiting for civilian government to fail. Already, some people weary of conflict and
political wrangling pine for the stability that was provided by the New Order. "In some cases
units of the police or army have become polarized, and have sided with one of the opposing sides
in a conflict" observed a participant.

Decentralization does flot mean democratization. On the whole people do respect pluralismn and
are tolerant of other ethnic groups, religions, and cultures. A democratic, pluralistic govemment
that can guide decentralization is needed. So long as some people see decentralization as an
opportunity to take control, the danger of conflict will exist. New approaches are needed that
make for cooperation among regions, flot competition. Financial incentives can be used to
promote national unit>'. There needs to be some ground rules for local initiatives and pressures to
maintamn conunon standards.

Currently, NGOs are at the forefront of conflict management. But, the question was posed, can
civil society hope to handle conflict in the absence of an organized state in which the law is
2nforced? Even traditional mechanisms for conflict resolution are insufficient in the absence of a



"There were pilot projeets on local planning ru» by Bappenas and a 'regional autonomy' project

in the Ministry of Finance in thc 1980s. There was even some resistance to these ideas because

local governments lilccd getting grnsfroni the Centre. There was a kind of re-distribution in

wbich local governeifs took part, thougli clearly it was insufficient' said an observer.

There is a loss of confidence in banking institutions due to wide publicity about corruption, the

extraordmnary amount of outstanding unpaid loans, and thc sharp rise in intercst rates. Inflation

increascd 2.2% since January 2001, and in March 2001 was 10.5% comparcd to 1.1% in ac

the year before.

The Rupiah fe11 50% in value <turing the 17 montbs in which President Wahid lias been in power.

Both the World Bank and IMF consider ludonesia's economy to be at significant risk.

Government <lebt lias approximately reaehed 110% of GDb>, and the fiscal deficit forecast has

beenc» es froiu 3.7% to 5.8% for 2001. AIl of this bas cneunces for decentralization.

Inaeuacy of fiscal equalization formula may aggravate tninbetween haeand have-not

uniits, and this further undermines unity. Prcviously these have/have-not rltoswerc deait with



simply flot that much capacity in the whole country. Is that what is happening ini
decentralization?"

"Who at the local level knows where the money cornes from?" The question arises when local
governrent tries to raise its own taxes.

"I think the big businesses have stopped growing, or maybe are contracting. It 18 SMEs that are
the engine of growth. And this coincides with decentralization. SMEs wiIl be stimulated by
decentralization. "

There are flve prerequisites to the restoration of investor confidence: transparency of miles and
institutional relationships; dependable legal and court systerns; controls on corruption;
recognition of what constitutes good corporate governance; and certainty in the political and
economic spheres.

a good



benefits of living together successfully. But it is very difficuit to find the journalists who van

manage this type of work

Media van present the experience of autonomy in other countries, both positive and negative.

Media shou1d highlight the deviation from expected standards in implementing decentralization

in Indonesia. "The pendulumn is swinging from one extreme to the other" said a participant.

Caniudian Experience

The 200 year Canadian experiment in confederal/federal. system building stili faces many

challenges, but the complexity of Idnsas new sytmappears to be of an order of magnitude

greater thau that of the Canadian system. Nevertheless, the structure4 tension between municipal,

aboigialprovincial, territorial, and federal governments - and the~ Canadian ways of eln

with those tensions -- are not irrelevant in this context.

But a caution arises in the minds of the older Indonesian generation who saw the Dutch

a number



Some Canadian experts observed that "Indonesia has littie hold on the public imagination in
Canada now." "There used to be bankers and businessmen in Canada carefully watching what
happens. Not now." Canadian direct investment in Indonesia is currently $7 billion, and there is
littie new investment.

Challeniges

At the centre: There is a need for strong central leadership to provide the nation a sense of
direction with which decentralization can be managed. Participants remarked that "I think the
army knows flot to interfere now. People know that 'otonomi' is inevitable, and it will move
right down to the grass rmots. It is happening i my own province. But this is a very long term
process, and may take a generation." The most important priorities are the economy and
establishing the rule of law.

In the regions: New forms of local goverriment are needed that are pluralistic and democratic,
based on respect for human riglits, and that are capable of dealing with New Order financial
imbalances, frustrations, and legacies of patronage and marginalization. Decentralization is
probably the effective way to do this, but it lias to deal with years of bitter history and
institutional disarray. The risk contained in autonomy is the ethnicization of politics and land
and resources struggles, so that security for some poses insecurities for others. An expert asked if
'customary procedures for incorporating "guests" can be extended to large migrant populations



example, there is currently a 3-mile limit for districts, 12 miles for provinces, while the rest is

regarded as national waters.

Donor agencies: No discussion of decentralization should occur without reference to donor

assistance. The German GIZ is providing the major support for programme implementation.

CIDA is providing eight long-term advisors for decentralization. Some observers are of the

opinion that some foreign experts, like some of the Indonesian authors of regional autonomy,

bring to decentralization a deterministic systems approach, where the model is deemed to be

correct and if it is flot applied, fault is found in those expected to implement it. To the extent this

view is held, it ignores the axiom that the measure of a good plan is the degree to which it can be

implemented. It also ignores the human factor, and the fact the decentralization is really about

the redistribution of power.

Some see the need for a change in donors' mind set. Capacity strengthening li the regions should



deepening Canada's involvement in the regions of Indonesia, particularly
eastern Indonesia; continuing to help build capacity for regional

development and governance; helping to reduce the isolation of eastern

Indonesia from. the rest of the world (including from Jakarta).

1 Canada and Canadians have had an involvement in rural Indonesia going back to
the 1970s. In some regions this lias given Canada a special status, and,
often a special welcome for most Canadians. This is true in a number of
regions of eastemn Indonesia, including Irian/Papua. If Canadian
understanding of Indonesia has declined, it has flot disappeared. But it needs to be reinforced.
Through special gatherings ini Canada and dialogue in Indonesia we can sustain the value of this
relationship in which so much has been invested.

2 I the delivery of ODA, programmne not project approaches are needed.
Donors should step back from immediate problems and focus on longer tenu
systemic issues like decentralization. Universities, local government, and NGOs and small
businesses provide viable entry points. At the sanie time the excellent
Canadian understanding of issues at the centre should be maintained. The relationship of the
regions with the centre will become more important, and institutional arrangements will need to



particularly where fish, timber, mining resources lies in

cross-jurisdictions. Because Indonesia is a collection of maritime states

there is decentralized competition of various jurisdictions and

authorities for marine resources like oit, and the responsibility for

marine pollution is very complex. Canada has

long experience with how niining investment van spur positive regional and local development

while being properly regulated. A local framework for resource development can be as valuable

as a national one.

5 Canadians could assist the private sector and local governments in

resolving the question of wbat constitutes good corporate governance.

Canada has long experience with the structured tension between municipal,

aboriginal, provincial, territorial, and federal governments. Canadian ways of dealing

with those tensions reveal they are inherent tensions, and not simply a threat to

the state. Emphasis on negotiation and dialogue is a useful counterpart to the
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